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A CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPACT SURFACES

WITH CONSTANT MEAN CURVATURE

MASAAKI UMEHARA

(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. Surfaces in a 3-space of constant curvature, whose arbitrary suffi-

ciently small open subsets admit a non-trivial isometric deformation preserving

the mean curvature function, are called locally //-deformable. It is well known

that surfaces with constant mean curvature which are not totally umbilical are

all locally //-deformable. Conversely, we shall show in this paper that any

compact locally //-deformable surface has constant mean curvature.

Introduction

We denote by M (c) the complete simply connected 3-manifold of constant

sectional curvature c. It is well known that any surface with constant mean cur-

vature in M (c), which is not totally umbilical, admits locally a non-trivial iso-

metric deformation preserving the mean curvature function. The converse is not

true. Surfaces whose arbitrary sufficiently small open subsets admit such a de-

formation are called locally //-deformable. Moreover, if this local deformation

can be extended globally, it is called //-deformable. There are //-deformable

surfaces with non-constant mean curvature. Recently, Colares and Kenmotsu

[ 1 ] classified //-deformable surfaces with constant sectional curvature.

But in compact case, Tribuzy [6] shows that local //-deformability charac-

terizes tori with constant mean curvature in M (c). In this paper, we show the

following extension of Tribuzy's result for higher genus.

Theorem. Let I. be a compact orientable immersed surface in M (c) with genus

g > 0. Then X is locally H-deformable if and only if X has the constant mean

curvature.

Lawson and Tribuzy [3] show that any compact surface in M (c) admits

at most one other global isometric immersion with the same mean curvature

function, unless its mean curvature function is constant. As we will see later,

our theorem is also an improvement of their result. It should be remarked that

if g = 0 there are no //-deformable compact surfaces in M (c). Of course
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many compact surfaces with constant mean curvature of higher genus in the 3-

sphere and the Euclidean 3-space are known ([2], [4], [5] and [7]). Our theorem

characterizes many such examples.

1. Preliminaries

Let x : X —► M (c) be an immersion of a compact oriented 2-manifold into

M (c). The induced metric g determines a conformai structure on X. We

shall always work in the corresponding local isothermal coordinate. With respect
I t

to such a coordinate z = u + iu , the induced metric can be written as

(1.1) g = e2w\dz\2.

Let h = ^2j k=x hjk du1 du be the second fundamental form of the immersion.

The mean curvature // is defined by

(1.2) H=y-2«{hii+h22),

and the (2,0)-component of the complexification of 2/z, denoted by <p, is

given by

(1.3) (p = -{hxx-h22)-ihX2.

Obviously O = tpdz is a quadratic form on X. Using these functions, the

Gauss and the Codazzi equations are written as

(1.4) \<p\2 = e4(0(H2-K + c),

(1.5) <Pj = e2aHz,

where tp- = dtp/d'z, Hz = dH/dz and K is the Gaussian curvature of the

surface.

Definition. A H-deformation of the immersion x  is a continuous map F:

(-e.i)xï-» M3(c)   (e > 0) such that

(1) On putting xt(p) = F(t,p), xt is an isometric immersion.

(2) x0 = x.

(3) The mean curvature function Ht of xt satisfies Ht = H.

Moreover if F is C°°, it is called a smooth //-deformation. An H-

deformation is trivial if for each parameter /, there exists an isometry L of

M (c) such that xt = Lox0. By the Gauss equation (1.4), one can easily see

that //-deformation preserves the principal curvatures of the surface.

An isometric immersion which admits a non-trivial //-deformation is called

H-deformable. An isometric immersion x: X —► M3(c) is called locally H-

deformable if each point of X has a neighborhood restricted to which x is

//-deformable.

For example, if x has constant mean curvature, x is smoothly and locally

//-deformable unless x is totally umbilical. In fact, x has the constant mean
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curvature if and only if <p is holomorphic by the Codazzi equation (1.5). For

each t e R, (pt = (pe" and H satisfy the Gauss and the Codazzi equations.

By the fundamental theorem of surfaces, there exists a corresponding local H-

deformation (xt)t€R , which is non-trivial unless <p is identically zero.

By the results of Tribuzy [6], the following assertion is obvious.

Proposition ([6]). Let x: E —► M (c) be an isometric immersion of a simply

connected Riemannian 2-manifold into M (c). Suppose that x has no umbili-

cal point; then the following assertions are equivalent:

(1) There exist two other isometric immersions x¡: X —> M (c) (i = 1,2)

such that these three immersions x, xx and x2 are mutually non-

congruent and have the same mean curvature function.

(2) X is locally H-deformable.

(3) X is smoothly H-deformable.
(4) The function <p determined by (1.3) satisfies

(1.6) A°log0> = 4|(logi9)J|2,

where A0 = 4d2/dzdz.

Remark. (1.6) is an integrability condition for the existence of a smooth H-

deformation which is constructed in the following manner: By this integrability

condition, for a fixed pel. and each s e R, there exists a unique real-

valued smooth function 9s:X->R such that 8s(p) = s, and <ps = <pexp(i8s)

satisfies the Gauss and the Codazzi equations (1.4), (1.5) with respect to the

mean curvature function H of x . By the fundamental theorem of surfaces,

the corresponding smooth //-deformation is obtained.

2. Proof of the theorem

In this section, we prove the theorem stated in the introduction. We have

already seen that any surface with constant mean curvature in M (c) is locally

//-deformable unless it is totally umbilical. But it is well known that a compact

orientable surface with constant mean curvature in M (c) is totally umbilical

if and only if its genus is 0. Hence compact surfaces with constant mean

curvature of genus g > 0 are all locally //-deformable. (This is also well

known.)

We now prove the converse assertion. Let X be a compact oriented Rieman-

nian 2-manifold of genus g and x : X —► M (c) be a locally //-deformable

isometric immersion.

Lemma 1 ([3], [6]). Umbilical points of x are all isolated.

Proof. Let p be an accumulate point of umbilical points. By our hypothesis

there exists a non-trivial //-deformation xt : U —► M (c) on some isothermal

coordinate neighborhood (U;z) at p. Let <pt be a function determined by

(1.3) from the immersion x.. Then by the Codazzi equation (1.5), h{ = c>¡-c>0
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is holomorphic on U. On the other hand, the Gauss equation (1.4) implies

\q>t\ = \<p0\. Hence umbilical points on U are zeros of ht. This implies that

q>t = <p0 on U and contradicts the non-triviality of xt.

Lemma 2. Let pel. be an (isolated) umbilical point and z = u + iu be an

isothermal coordinate with the origin p. Then the function tp determined by

(1.3) from the immersion x has the following Taylor expansion at p :

<p = az +oi\z\     ),

where a eC and r is a positive integer.

Proof. Let xt : U —» M (c) be a local non-trivial //-deformation of x on an

isothermal coordinate neighborhood (U;z) at p. Without loss of generality,

we may assume that xt is a smooth //-deformation. (See Lemma 3.) Let tpt

be as in the proof of Lemma 1. Since p is an isolated zero of ht = <pt - tp,

we can take U so that tpt ^ q> on U \p. Then, for each q e U \p, there

exists a unique number 8t(q) e (0,2n) such that <pt(q) = tp(q)exp(idl(q)).

Obviously 8t is a smooth function on U\p . Moreover, by taking the imaginary

part of (1.6), 8t is harmonic. Since 8t is also bounded on U \p, it can be

smoothly extended on U. Now we take a sufficiently small e-ball Be(p) at

p. Since 8t(q) is smooth on (-e,e) x dBe(p), it is also a smooth function

of (t,q) e (-e,e) x BE(p). This follows immediately from the fact that any

harmonic function can be determined from the boundary data by the Poisson

formula.

The holomorphicity of ht implies

(2.1) ^{p(exp(/0,)-l)} = O.

Taking the derivative with respect to t, we have

(2.2) ±0,?) = 0,

where the dot means the derivative with respect to t. Thus 8tq> is also holo-

morphic. Suppose all derivatives of tp vanish. Then so does 8t<p and hence

it is identically zero. Since the //-deformation is non-trivial, 8t ^ 0 for some

z1. Thus <p should be identically zero, and this contradicts non-triviality of the

//-deformation xt. So we may put

(2.3) tp=  ]T ^zV + odzf1),
a+ß=r

where ¿2„+ß=r\Yttß\ /O ana r is a positive integer. Since 8t is a non-vanishing

real-valued harmonic function, it has the Taylor expansion:

(2.4) 8, = cz/ + cz/ + o(\z(+])       (c#.0).
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From (2.3) and (2.4), one can easily verify that the power series expansion of

8t<p contains a non-vanishing term involving the variable z unless / = 0.

Since 8t(p is holomorphic, we have / = 0 and y „ = 0  (I < ß < r). Hence

(2.5) <p = yrfizr + o(\z\r+x).

This proves Lemma 2.

The integer r determined by the expansion (2.5) is just the winding number

around a zero p of the quadratic form <f> = tpdz . Hence the sum of all such

integers over umbilical points of x coincides with 4(g - 1 ). In particular, there

are no H-deformable surfaces of genus 0. So we assume g > 1 in the sequel.

By our assumption, we can take a holomorphic 2-differential £ on X which is

not identically zero. Let px, ... ,pn be umbilical points of x and qx, ... ,qm

zeros of Ç. Then the function log/ = log(<P/£) (<P = (pdz ) is defined on

X \ (px, ... ,p„ , qx, ... , qm) and satisfies:

A log / = A log <p - A log C

= A log cp

= 4|(logp)ir|2,

where Ç = Ç dz . For a sufficiently small e > 0, we define a subset

ïE=ï\{Be(px)U...UBE(pm)uB£(qx)U...UBE(qn)},

and consider the integral

(2.6) j    Alogf = j    4e-2-\(logtp)Y\2,

2-<£ 2-<c

where A = e~ W-A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator of X. Since A log/ = *d*

¿/(log/), and ¿/(log/) is independent of the choice of a branch of logarithm,

we have the following by applying the Stokes formula:

(2.7) ¡    Alog/= -f\(        *d{logf)
J¿Ze j=\ J9Be(Pj)

-¿Í        *d(logf),
k=xJdBt(qk)

where * is the Hodge operator of X. On the other hand,

*dlogf= i(<pzdz)/<p - i{q>-dz)/(p - i(Çzdz)/Ç,.

By Lemma 2, <p and Ç    have the following power series expansions at p e

{px,...,pm,qx,...,qn}:

<p = az +o(\z\     ),

Ç  =bz   +o(\z\     ).
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So one can easily obtain

lim/       *d(logf) = 2ni{r-/).
£^°JdBc(p)

By (2.7), we have

lim /   4e~ w\{log<p)-\   = lim /  Alog/

= - 27r{index(<P) - index(Ç )}

= -2n{4(g-l)-4(g-l)} = 0.

Thus |(logç))7|   =0 and <p is holomorphic. Now the theorem has been proven.

In the proof of the theorem, we used the following property of //-deforma-

tions.

Lemma 3. Let x: X —» M (c) be an isometric immersion of a Riemannian 2-

manifold into M (c). Then non-trivial H-deformations of x are all smoothly

re-parametrized.

Proof. Since a non-trivial //-deformation has at most one degree of freedom,

we may assume that X = U is a domain of C with the canonical coordinate

z . A global smooth //-deformation is obtained from the standard continuation

argument.

Let x(: U —* M (c) be a non-trivial continuous //-deformation of x and

q>t the function determined by (1.3) from xt. By Lemma 1, ht = <pt - tp0 is

holomorphic and has isolated zeros. On putting <pt = exp(idt)<p0 on U\h~ (0),

as we have seen in Lemma 2, 8t can be extended on U as a harmonic function

satisfying 0 < 8t < 2n. Then by the maximum principle, each 8t (t ^ 0)

cannot take the value 0 or 2n. Thus the set of umbilical points S of x0

coincides with /z~'(0) for each t.

Let p0 e U \ S be a non-umbilical point. Then for 5 e R, there exists a

unique real-valued smooth function 8s on a sufficiently small neighborhood of

p0 such that 8s(p0) = s and tpexp(ids) satisfies the Gauss and the Codazzi

equations (1.4), (1.5) with respect to the mean curvature function H of x.

(See Remark after Proposition.) Since p0 is non-umbilical, any sufficiently

small 5 (\s\ < e) can be written as 5 = 8t(p0) and satisfies 8S = 8t. Hence

8S (\s\ < e) can be extended on U. By our construction, 8s(q) is smooth on

(-e, e) x U \ S. Since each 8S : U —> R is harmonic and S is discrete, we can

conclude by using the same argument in the proof of Lemma 2 that 8s(q) is

also smooth on (-e,e) x U . Hence the re-parametrized //-deformation xs is

smooth.

Remark. Lawson and Tribuzy [3] show that any compact surface X in M (c)

admits at most one other global isometric immersion with the same mean cur-

vature function, unless its mean curvature function is constant.  This follows
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from the theorem immediately. In fact, if there exist two other distinct isomet-

ric immersions of X with the same mean curvature function, then X is locally

//-deformable by the proposition, and hence its mean curvature function is

constant.
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